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Project Overview
Design Concept:
Our team is planning to launch an apparatus that consists of a weather
balloon and scientific instruments. Three instruments will be on board: 1) a
temperature probe, 2) a barometer, and 3) a camera. The instruments will be
contained and mounted inside an aluminum box. Our camera will be
mounted on the side angled down. A tube will run through the center of our
box where the line from the weather balloon shall be attached.
Why?
Our team has learned some atmospheric science and we wish to
further explore the dynamics on our own. We will study the correlations
between temperature and atmospheric pressure. Furthermore, we will image
the weather upon the ascent of the balloon.
What we hope to gain:
Through this experiment we will learn much about atmospheric
science as well as ascertain valuable skills we can use in engineering as well
as natural science. We hope to confirm the science we have learned and see
it in action with our temperature/pressure relationship study. The imaging
will provide insight for us on how the ambient atmosphere appears at these
altitudes. These images can give us a visual and possible can be linked to
any scientific event that is occurring throughout data acquisition.
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Technical Instructions:
1) Design
The satellite will be an aluminum cube tethered through the middle.
Each side of the cube will be 10 cm long. A narrow plastic tube will
guide the tether through the cube with anti-abrasion bushings on the
top and bottom. Inside the cube will be a HOBO data-logger, a
camera, and a circuit timer for the camera. A 9-volt battery with a
voltage divider will provide the power.
2) Drawing
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3) Hardware Needed
-

Ready-made aluminum cube,
HOBO data-logger with temperature and pressure capabilities,
Point-and-shoot camera with automatic film winding,
Circuit Timer for camera,
9 volt battery
Rubber feet for spacing
Tools

4) Building and Distribution
Using an aluminum cube that is already assembled will eliminate the
work required to build one. Two holes will be drilled on the top and
bottom for the tether. The HOBO data-logger will be mounted to one
of the sides with spacer feet. A small hole will be drilled near the
HOBO data-logger for the external temperature probe. The camera
will be side-mounted at and angle towards the horizon (at highest
altitude). A hole will be cut out on that side to let light enter the
camera lens. Behind the camera will be the circuit board for the
camera timer. Also near the camera and timer will be the 9-volt
battery with the voltage divider.
Luke Parady and Michael Urban will be responsible for the general
assembly of the cube satellite.
Patrick Carmichael, Michael Killian, and Joel Rinsky will be
responsible for the construction of the camera timer and power
supply assembly.
5) Design testing
We will thoroughly debug the circuit boards before launch to test the
electronics. The camera will be tested through a full roll of film after
cooling and shock. The physical construction will be tested by
kicking it down a flight of stairs.
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6) Launch Program
We will all arrive at the launch on time and prepared. Designations
for team members for the actual release or landing site team will be
made at a later date.
7) Injury prevention
We will prevent injuries by being smart. Training and avoiding
dumb things is about it. Cubesat will be attached by strong nylon,
and will have double redundancy in the attaching mechanism.
8) Special Features
We will have an angled camera pointing at the horizon in an attempt
to photograph the curvature of the Earth. We will also have a picture
of Donald Duck painted on the side of our Cubesat. Attaching cable
will pass through the center of the Cubesat, and will be protected by
grommets and a full tube through the center of the Cubesat.
9) Launch Summary
We will carpool to the launch site by 7:30 A.M. One team member
will launch the Cubesat, and one will be on the landing team. Team
assignments will be determined later. Cubesat will feature pullbefore-launch power tabs, to be pulled right before launch. Launch
WILL go as planned.
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Management and Cost Instructions:
1. Our team will meet the launch date by sticking to a rigorous schedule
that will leave us enough time to fix any and all problems that may
arise.
2. The schedule is as follows:
-The initial design will be completed by March 16, 2002.
-All the hardware will be acquired by March 23, 2002.
-The prototype design will be completed by April 6, 2002.
-The final design and testing of the final design will be finished
by April 13, 2002.
3. The team members will be basically separated into two groups.
Michael Urban, Pat Carmichael, and Joel Rinsky will be working on
the internal components of the satellite. Michael Killian will be in
charge of the budget and along with Luke Parady will work on the
structure itself.
4. For more information feel free to contacts us.
Luke Parady
Luke is a sponsored rock climber and also likes skateboarding.
Michael Urban
Michael’s skills include electronics, computers, reports, data
and stat analysis, programming, and working with my hands.
Pat Carmichael
Pat is IPC 13A Rev. C. certified, A+ certified and MS XP
certified.
Joel Rinsky
Joel has a basic knowledge of electrical engineering and
circuitry
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Michael Killian
Michael has knowledge of computers at all levels and of
electronics.

5. The budget will be keep by itemizing all purchases before hand
and then having one member of the team, Michael Killian, keep
track of all money.
6. The budget is as follows:
Instrument
Aluminum Box
35mm Camera
HOBO Data Logger
NE555G Timer
Time Base Multiplier
Decoder
Relay Driver
Total
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Cost
$79.00
$59.95
$99.00
$0.69
$5.99
$2.99
$0.59
248.21
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